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untitled (to the real Dan Hill) I b, 1978
fluorescent light fixtures with pink, blue, green
2.

fluorescent light fixtures with cool white tubes
32 x 168", edition: 4/5

"monument" for V. Tat/in, 1968

fluorescent light fixtures with cool white tubes
144" high , edition: 2/5

"monument" for V. Tat/in, 1966

"monument" for V. Tat/in, 1968
fluorescent light fixtures with cool white tubes
96" high , edition : 4/5

"monument" for V. Tat/in, 1964
fluorescent light fixtures with cool white tubes
96" high , edition: 4/5

and yellow tubes, 96" high, edition: 1/5

untitled (to a man, George McGovern), 1972
fluorescent light fixtures with cool white
tubes, overall 120 x 120", edition: 2/3

All of the works included in this
exhibition are drawn from Dia's extensive
collection of Dan Flavin's work .
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if you press an eight-foot

l

icon hung in the comer of a room in a common Rus
occupation of the comer with their new abstract "ic

electric light defining space ... 2

sculpture; nevertheless, his comer works deny the r
social ambition of the artistic avant-garde epitomize

delivered. There is no overwhelming spirituality you are supposed to come

Russians' gesture to engage space usually not utiliz

Flavin's career-long preoccupation with the comerof

aspirations of the impending industrial and social re

It is what it is, and it ain 't nothin' else ...Everything is clearly, openly, plainly

has always refused to attach any symbolic or referential significance to his works:

own deep awareness of the overwhelming historical symbolism of light in art,3 Flavin

entirely radical, unique, and dynamic artistic vocab

margins of their exhibition space, while making ove

combine traditions of painting and sculpture in architecture with acts of

Despite his dedication of each untitled work to a person or a personal reflection, and his

materials. Both works were installed in comers of a

... What has art been for me?
In the past, I have known it (basically) as a sequence of implicit decisions to

Displayed in a 1915 exhibition with Kasmir Malevi
first major public work was his sculptural comer ins

inventions in Flavin's work and its context within t

dedicated. Far from incidental, the relationship to T

whom his most sustained series of work-"monument

Mondrian, and the innovators of the Russian avant-

for the work certain Modernist abstract artists such

phenomenological rather than symbolic or narrative

formal devices, and their emphasis on serial and rat

sn,:;has Donald Judd, who have been labeled Minim

Flavin's simplified formal vocabulary can be related

man, George McGovern) were added to Flavin's vo

red, yellow, and four variations of white. The circul

basic lengths : two, four, six, and eight feet; and nine

vocabulary of commercially available light fixtures

and has demonstrated over the past thirty years in h

"icon" is obvious. Less obvious is the almost limitle

utilitarian function by calling them art, the irony of

transcendental significance, and having also denied

Having employed generic mass-produced light fixt

and direct an art as you will ever find. 4

of light as a matter of fact , but I do. And it is,

in-get-out " situation. And it is very easy to u

of light from edge to edge on the wall; that is, side to floor, for instance.

\

into contact with. I like my use of light to be
that there is no invitation to meditate, to cont

disintegrated from the whole into a separate triangle by plunging a diagonal

corner by glare and doubled shadow. A piece of wall can be visually

fluorescent lamp into the vertical climb of a corner, you can destroy that

junctures in the room's composition. For example,

and played with by planting illusions of real light (electric light) at crucial

Realizing this, I knew that the actual space of a room could be broken down

strip of light but would not restrict its act of light except to enfold it.....

spacial container and its parts-wall, floor, and ceiling, could support this

light, and about what might be done with it plastically : Now the entire interior

In time, I came to these conclusions about what I had found in fluorescent

major components of his art :

exclusively in that medium ever since . And by 1965, he had effectively summed up the

unadorned, commercially produced fluorescent light fixtures and tubes, and has worked

By 1963 Flavin had come to eschew any form of painting or collage in favor of simple,

They bring a limited light. 1

cathedrals . They are constructed concentrations celebrating barren rooms.

of our architecture. My icons do not raise up the blessed savior in elaborate

anonymous and inglorious. They are as mute and indistinguished as the run

... my icons differ from a Byzantine Christ held in majesty ; they are dumb-

used the term ironically in relation to its traditional religious context, explaining :

monochrome paintings with attached fixtures and bulbs, which he deemed "icons." He

In 1962 Dan Flavin introduced his first aesthetic experiments with electric light art : square

European Couples, and Others

DAN FLAVIN

